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Separate Progenitors for Radial and Tangential
Cell Dispersion during Development
of the Cerebral Neocortex
cortical progenitors in the ventricular zone (VZ) are spec-
ified early, with early diversification of progenitors to the
neuronal lineage (Luskin et al., 1993). According to this
lineage-based mechanism, neuronal progenitors are de-
voted at some stage of neurogenesis toproducing either
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The second issue concerns how functionally andUniversity of California at Santa Barbara
structurally distinct domains of mature cortex are gener-Santa Barbara, California 93106
ated from an undistinctive neuroepithelial sheet. Two
contrasting views dominate the scene. In the ªproto-
mapº hypothesis, the early neuroepithelium giving riseSummary
to the neocortex is believed to carry a ªblueprintº of the
adult structure with the many functional areas alreadyCell lineage analyses suggest that cortical neuroblasts
represented within (Rakic, 1988). According to this view,are capable of undertaking both radial and tangential
neuronal progenitors in the VZ encode area-specific po-modes of cell movement. However, it is unclear whether
sitional information, with precise topological correspon-distinct progenitors are committed to generating neu-
dence between the neuroepithelial blueprint and theroblasts that disperse exclusively in either radial or
adult neocortical map (Rakic, 1988). Evidence to sug-tangential directions. Using highly unbalanced mouse
gest early regionalization of the cortex comes from thestem cell chimeras, we have identified certain progeni-
discovery of area-specific molecular markers (Barbetors that are committed to one mode of cell dispersion
and Levitt, 1991; Arimatsu et al., 1992; Cohen-Tannoudjionly. Radially dispersed neurons expressed gluta-
et al., 1994; Bulfone et al., 1995) and from regional differ-mate, the neurochemical signature of excitatory pyra-
ences in relative rates of cell production between sepa-midal cells. In contrast, tangential progenitors gave
rate cortical areas (Dehay et al., 1993; Polleux et al.,rise to widely scattered neurons that are predomi-
1997).nantly GABAergic. These results suggest lineage-
In contrast, heterotopic transplantation experimentsbased mechanisms for early specification of certain
indicate a uniform capacity for various regions of theprogenitors to distinct dispersion pathways and neu-
developing cortex to produce area-specific featuresronal phenotypes.
(Schlaggar and O'Leary, 1991). This has led to the sug-
gestion of a naive ªprotocortexº within the germinalIntroduction
zones, with more or less indistinct populations of neuro-
blasts generated across the tangential domain (O'Leary,
Two long-standing questions confront our understand-
1989). According to this view, neurogenesis in the VZ
ing of the development of the mammalian cerebral neo- serves only to generate the adult complement of neu-
cortex. First, how are diverse neuronal phenotypes gen-
rons; this is reinforced by observations that clonally re-
erated in correct numbers and appropriate places from
lated neurons can disperse over a number of cytoarchi-
a seemingly homogeneous neuroepithelium lining the
tectonic areas (Walsh and Cepko, 1992, 1993). By this
embryonic forebrain (Berry and Rogers, 1965; Rakic, reasoning, the complex patterning of the adult cortex,
1974)? The principal neuronal types are the excitatory with its various area-specific features of neuronal differ-
pyramidal neurons and the inhibitory nonpyramidal in- entiation, is a developmental consequence of extrinsic
terneurons. Previous studies have shown that pyrami- cues from the local environment. Further support is pro-
dals vastly outnumber nonpyramidals, although there is vided by recent studies showing that certain neocortical
a constant numerical relationship across different corti- neurons actually originate from outside the neocortical
cal areas and in various mammalian species (Rockel et VZ by tangential migration into the neocortex from the
al., 1980; Hendry et al., 1987). Such numerical constancy underlying ganglionic eminences (Anderson et al., 1997;
would suggest that the mechanisms governing neuronal Tamamaki et al., 1997).
production or differentiation exhibit some degree of nu- Crucial to the protomap hypothesis are the preserva-
merical control during development. tion of spatial relationships between neuronal progeni-
A number of mechanisms have been proposed to ex- tors and the requirement for predictable cell movements
plain how neuronal diversity may be achieved (reviewed by their progeny (Rakic, 1988, 1995a; Tan et al., 1995).
by Levitt et al., 1997). One theory suggests that some A number of studies involving different species indicate
that radial migration is the predominant pathway under-
taken by most but not all of the neuroblasts exiting the‖ To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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VZ (O'Rourke et al., 1992; Tan and Breen, 1993; Kornack
and Rakic, 1995; Reid et al., 1995). On the basis of our
earlier work, we have previously argued that a protomap
may be sustained by a subpopulation of progenitors
with early commitment to predictable patterns of cell
dispersion (Tan et al., 1995). The goal of this work is to
identify such progenitors and to examine the behavior
of their offspring. We used highly unbalanced chimeras,
the majority of which were created by injecting a single
embryonic stem (ES) cell carrying a lacZ reporter into
wild-type host blastocysts. This technique has allowed
us to occasionally mark a small number of progenitors
in each cerebral hemisphere following incorporation of
ES cell±derived progenitors into the embryonic cerebral
wall. Short- and long-term survival experiments were
performed, allowing us to map the initial and subsequent
distribution of labeled cells. Our results show that some
progenitors are specified to generate radially dispersing
columns of glutamatergic neurons, while other progeni-
tors gave rise to predominantly scattered GABAergic
interneurons. We conclude that for some progenitors,
there is a link between lineage, dispersion, and pheno-
type, providing a possible mechanism for generating
some aspects of the observed cellular diversity in the
neocortex and for transmitting of positional information
from the germinal zones to the overlying cortical plate.
Results
Labeling in Embryonic Forebrain
To study the dispersion patterns of neurons descending
Figure 1. ES Cell±Derived Progenitors Contribute to Discrete Areas
from a small number of labeled neuroepithelial progeni- of Embryonic and Adult Neocortices
tors, we injected 1±5 ES cells expressing a lacZ marker (A) Labeled neural progenitors are seen as isolated single cellswithin
gene into normal blastocysts to form chimeras (Sturm the presumptive forebrain neuroepithelium (verified in sections) of
et al., 1997). Evidence from previous studies suggests a chimeric E9.5 embryo. Insert shows boxed area at higher magnifi-
cation. The transgene has a nuclear localization signal that targetsthat ES cells have the capability to proliferate and inte-
the b-gal protein to the cell nucleus (Tan et al., 1993).grate normally into all tissues of the embryo (Beddington
(B) At E10.5, labeled progenitors are foundas clusters in the cerebraland Robertson, 1989; Nagy et al., 1990). These studies
vesicle, some of them with as few as 2±4 cells per cluster (insert).
suggest random incorporation by undifferentiated ES Arrow points to a dividing progenitor.
cell progeny, some of which end up in the telencephalic (C) The cerebral wall of an E12.5 cerebral wall in coronal section
epithelium. The cerebral vesicle appears as early as day shows selective marking of progenitor cells. The position of each
labeled progenitor (arrows) is clearly indicated by a radially aligned9.5 of gestation (E9.5), and incorporated cells could be
chain of lacZ-expressing cells.identified by their expression of galactosidase (b-gal)
(D) Isolated columns in parietal cortex are frequently linked by a(Figure 1A). Labeled cells were found to be isolated
horizontal bridge (arrows) in the superficial layers. Dotted line indi-
within the neuroepithelim, while neighboring structures cates boundary between gray and white matter. Abbreviations: LV,
were unmarked. At E10.5, larger clusters were seen in lateral ventricle; cc, corpus callosum. Scale bar, 640 mm in (A); 380
the cerebral wall; interestingly, many of these appeared mm in (B); 75 mm in (C); and 400 mm in (D).
in clusters of two or four cells separated by some dis-
tance (Figure 1B). By E12.5, these progenitors were synthetase (Norenberg and Martinez-Hernandez, 1979).
found in association with overlying radial stripes, sug- Of 72 chimeras analyzed, over half were strongly chime-
gesting interkinetic nuclear migration (a ªto and froº ric, with clearly radial columns superimposed upon tan-
movement of the cell nuclei within anchored cyto- gentially dispersed cells. In strong chimeras, the overall
plasmic processes) among members of the clone (Sid- picture was similar to the patterns reported with X inacti-
man et al., 1959) (Figure 1C). vation mosaics in which approximately half of all progen-
itors were labeled (Tan and Breen, 1993; Tan et al., 1995)
(Table 1).Patterns of Labeling in Strong Chimeras
Chimeras analyzed at 4±8 weeks showed that ES cell±
derived progenitors gave rise to both neurons and glia Columns in Weak Chimeras
To uncouple labeling of radial from tangential dispersionof the mature neocortex. Glia were invariably found as
clusters, usually in the vicinity of blood vessels (data pathways, we selected weaker chimeras for analysis on
the reasoning that these would arise from a smallernot shown) and weredistinguished onthe basis of immu-
noreactivity against the glial-specific enzyme glutamine number of ES cell±derived neural progenitors per brain.
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across layers 2±6; scattering extended across at leastTable 1. Frequency of Columns, Scattered Cells, or
half the rostrocaudal length of each hemisphere (FigureSuperimposed Hemispheres in Chimeric Neocortices
3A). We interpret scattered cells to be tangentially dis-
No. of Hemispheres
persing (Walsh and Cepko, 1992; Tan and Breen, 1993).
Columns only 10 Scattered cells were frequently found in only one hemi-
Scattered cells only 21 sphere (Figure 2C), although a small number of chimeras
Superimposed 41 showed this pattern of labeling in both hemispheres.
A total of 41 chimeras were analyzed, yielding 72 chimeric hemi- Interestingly, all but two hemispheres showed coexten-
spheres, with 10 unlabeled hemispheres. Hemispheres were classi- sive labeling in the underlying striatum. Scattered cells
fied as either columns only, scattered only, or superimposed (col- were identified as neurons, based upon their positive
umns plus scattered). Embryos injected with a single ES cell
neurotransmitter expression and lack of staining for theprovided a greater share of weakly chimeric hemispheres (total chi-
glial-specific enzyme glutamine synthetase (Figure 3B).meric [n 5 21], columns only [n 5 7], scattered only [n 5 12]).
In some cases, labeled neurons appeared to be more
scattered apart from one another, compared to others.
These chimeras showed a higher resolution of disper- This was confirmed by stereological analysis of eight
sion pathways, to the extent that normally overlapping scattered hemispheres whereby we calculated the num-
radial and tangential dispersion patterns could be viewed ber of labeled neurons in a given volume of cortical
in separate hemispheres. In 10 chimeric hemispheres, space. The results showed that some scattered neurons
only radial columns were ever detected. A labeled hemi- in certain hemispheres are more closely packed than
sphere often containedmore than one column, but these others in different hemispheres and that the packing
were often separated from one another by regions of density in separate hemispheres varied also in a quantal
unlabeled neocortical tissue. In some brains, adjacent fashion (Figure 3C).
columns were linked together by a horizontal bridge of
cells in the superficial layers only (Figure 1D). Within
Radially Dispersing Neurons areeach column, the labeling in superficial layers was also
Predominantly Glutamatergicmore intense.
To test the hypothesis that distinct cell dispersion pat-Isolated radial columns were found in all neocortical
terns are linked to the development of specific neuronalareas and also in the cingulate cortex, with variable
phenotypes, individual b-gal±positive cells from col-diameters (0.1±1.2 mm). Each column was seen to radi-
umns and scattered cells were screened for the expres-ate from a point source in deep layer 6 and spanned
sion for L-glutamate (Glu) and GABA (Marc et al., 1995).across layers 2±6 (Figures 2A and 2B). Layer 1 often
These excitatory (Glu) and inhibitory (GABA) neurotrans-did not show any labeling. Individual columns invariably
mitters are known to distinguish pyramidal from nonpy-showed a greater mediolateral spread in the superficial
ramidal neurons (Mione et al., 1994, 1997; GoÈ tz et al.,layers (2/3), compared to deeper layers. Immunocyto-
1995). A total of six columns, sourced from six differentchemistry (see below) suggests that all labeled cells in
chimeric hemispheres (showing only columns), werea radial column are neurons.
tested with antibodies against Glu and GABA. Radial
column cells were typically characterized by strong GluColumns Increase in Quantal Multiples
immunoreactivity (Figures 4A±4C) but with an insignifi-of 600 Neurons
cant fraction of neurons in half of the columns alsoTo determine whether the number of neurons per col-
showing GABA immunoreactivity (Figure 4D). We there-umn is constant, isolated columns were serially sec-
fore conclude that neurons forming a column are pre-tioned (Figures 2C and 2D), and the number of neurons
dominantly excitatory.per column was stereologically determined with the op-
tical disector (Coggeshall and Lekan, 1996). From the
nine columns selected for analysis, the smallest col- Scattered Neurons Are Predominantly GABAergic
Labeled neurons from chimeric hemispheres showingumns were found to contain roughly 600 neurons, while
larger columns fell into quantal multiples of this number only scattered cells were similarly tested. The majority
of scattered cells were GABA immunoreactive, with a(Figure 2E). In other words, a single precursor that is
incorporated into the E10.5 cerebral vesicle is capable of minority of neurons expressing Glu as well (Figure 4E).
These results suggest that tangentially dispersing popu-giving rise to at least 600 neurons. Most of the columns
contained 600±3000 neurons, although one large col- lations can contain both pyramidal and nonpyramidal
neurons, with nonpyramidals making up the vast major-umn had almost 5000 cells. We also estimated the ratio
of labeled versus unlabeled neurons within the neuronal ity (approximately two-thirds). In all hemispheres tested,
both kinds of neurons were encountered.space defined by a column using the optical disector
to sample all nine columns after Nissl staining. This So far, the results describe thepicture found in weaker
chimeras. These chimeras expressed a neocortical land-analysis confirmed that a column is invariably heteroge-
neous, comprising a mixture of labeled and unlabeled scape dominated by radial columns composed almost
exclusively of glutamatergic pyramidal neurons. On topneurons. Labeled neurons constitute roughly 10% 6 1.9%
(mean 6 SEM) of all neurons in a column (Figure 2F). of this scaffold, a uniform distribution of GABAergic in-
terneurons appeared to be superimposed. It may be
possible that stronger chimeras have different neuro-Hemispheres Showing Only Scattered Neurons
In 21 other hemispheres, no columns were ever found transmitter phenotypes among labeled columns and
scattered cells. One way to test for a difference would(Table 1). Instead, only scattered cells were distributed
Neuron
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Figure 2. Isolated Single Columns Represent Clonal Derivation from Single ES Cell±Derived Precursors
(A) An isolated column in the frontal cortex showing labeled cells spanning across cortical layers 2±6, with horizontal spreading in the superficial
layers. No scattered cells were encountered in this hemisphere.
(B) Isolated column close to the cingulate cortex radiates from a point source in deep layer 6 (arrow). Individual labeled cells have large nuclei
with neuronal characteristics, including glutamate immunoreactivity (see Figure 4).
(C) Camera lucida drawings from column depicted in (A) displaying all labeled cells in serial sections (100 mm thick). This column shows
extensive superficial layer spreading. In the contralateral hemisphere, no columns were found, only scattered cells.
(D) Camera lucida drawings from column depicted in (B). This column extends over a greater cortical surface area.
(E) Comparison of neuronal numbers in columns after different columns were ranked according to size. The smallest of nine columns was
found to contain z600 neurons, with larger columns falling into quantal multiples.
(F) Density of labeled neurons analyzed in nine columns expressed as percent with standard error of the mean (SEM). Not all neurons within
a column are labeled; instead, for every labeled neuron, roughly 10 unlabeled ones were encountered (ratio of labeled to unlabeled, z10% 6
1.9%), suggesting a polyclonal composition of neurons making up cortical space. Abbreviations: cc, corpus callosum; st, striatum; mz, marginal
zone. Scale bar, 500 mm.
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Figure 3. Scattered Cells in Cerebral Hemispheres Devoid of Any Labeled Columns
(A) Scattered cells are evenly distributed across various cortical layers. Their prominent sizes and immunoreactivity for neurotransmitters
suggest neuronal identities. There is also labeling in subcortical structures. Dotted outline delineates the border between layer 6 and white
matter.
(B) b-gal±positive scattered cells (arrows) do not show immunoreactivity toward the glial-specific enzyme glutamine synthetase (arrowheads).
(C) Comparison of packing densities of scattered cells from eight hemispheres suggests quantal increases after ranking into groups. Abbrevia-
tions: cc, corpus callosum; st, striatum. Scale bar, 500 mm in (A) and 25 mm in (B).
be to concentrate only on the GABAergic population (Rakic, 1988). On the other hand, if there is appreciable
tangential dispersion in the intermediate zone and theand to see if the number and concentration of GABA-
positive neurons increases or decreases when exploring cortical plate, then clearly the relative positions of mi-
grating neurons would be scrambled along with anycolumns or scattered areas of stronger chimeras. Four
chimeras were selected for analysis; we compared the associated protomap information. In other words, while
the directions of migration itself cannot prove regionalincidence of GABAergic neurons per unit of cortical
space, looking at both columns and scattered areas. specification, they provide constraints for the evaluation
of potential mechanisms. We have previously hypothe-The results showed no significant difference in the prev-
alence of GABA neurons (Fisher's exact two-tail proba- sized that positional information encoding for any proto-
map may be carried by subpopulations of progenitorsbility test) between columns and scattered areas (Figure
4F). This would suggest that the number and distribution that generate neurons with stereotyped migration path-
ways (Tan et al., 1995). The present results confirm thisof GABAergic neurons do not appear to increase sharply
within column areas of stronger chimeras, which is anal- possibility and indicate that commitment for distinctive
dispersion patterns can occur even before the onset ofogous to weaker chimeras.
neurogenesis, with strong parallels in other areas of
the nervous system, such as the chick hindbrain andDiscussion
amphibian retina (Lumsden et al., 1994; Huang and
Moody, 1995). The strong association of radial migrationThis work addresses two related questions. First, is
there evidence for early specification of progenitors in with pyramidal neurons would indicate to us that this
neuronal class, which constitutes by far the majority ofthe VZ to predictable cell movements? Second, is there
lineage-dependent induction of neuronal phenotypes? neocortical neurons (Hendry et al., 1987), is the most
likely candidate vehicle to relay a protomap, if it exists.Our results provide affirmative answers for both devel-
opmental mechanisms, at least for a subpopulation of Our results also provide a direct link between the
dispersal behavior of a neuron and its eventual pheno-neuronal progenitors.
The debate over patterning of the neocortex has re- type and have the potential to resolve a long-standing
question; i.e., how do subpopulations of migrating neu-cently been centered around cell migration patterns
(Rakic, 1995b). The argument goes that if a group of roblasts sharing the same microenvironment acquire
different neuronal phenotypes? We demonstrate thatpremigratory neurons contains information concerning
area identity, then one would predict that they would despite extensive intermingling among neurons under-
going radial and tangential dispersion, the fates of somedisperse in strictly a radial fashion, preserving a point-
to-point mapping between the VZ and the cortical plate of these participants, especially those undergoing radial
Neuron
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Figure 4. Columns and Scattered Cells Have Different Patterns of Neurotransmitter Immunoreactivity
(A) Labeled cells in a column are seen in EPON sections by their blue nuclear histochemical product (arrows), counterstained with basic
fuchsin.
(B) Serial submicrometer section from the same field indicates that b-gal±positive cells (arrows) are immunoreactive for glutamate.
(C) A third section from the same field indicates GABA immunoreactivity in b-gal±negative neurons (asterisks). Arrows point to b-gal±positive
neurons.
(D) Neurotransmitter analysis by immunocytochemistry of labeled cells in six columns isolated from six different chimeric hemispheres shows
a predominance of Glu-only immunoreactivity in columnar neurons, with a minor population of columnar neurons also immunoreactive for
GABA.
(E) Scattered neurons, analyzed in six different chimeric hemispheres, show predominantly GABA immunoreactivity.
(F) Statistical comparison of column and scattered areas from four strongly chimeric hemispheres where columns and scattered cells appear
superimposed within a single hemisphere. The results show no significant (ns) differences in the prevalence of GABA neurons per mm2 of
cortical area. Scale bar, 55 mm.
dispersion, are specified even before they leave the ger- radial migration of pyramidal neurons would provide a
scaffold for parceling the neocortex into different func-minal zone. Early specification of certain progenitors
may thus be part of a lineage-based strategy for furnish- tional areas. By extensive tangential dispersion, the mi-
nority nonpyramidal neuroblasts would achieve greatering the developing neocortex with a stable but diverse
mixture of neuronal phenotypes. According to this model, coverage of the neocortical space, in keeping with their
Early Specification of Neocortical Progenitors
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role as inhibitory neurons. Interestingly, inhibitory neu- result of factors encountered en route (environmental
cues). The present study clearly demonstrates thatrons have recently been shown to migrate tangentially
into the cortex from the adjacent ganglionic eminences specification to the pyramidal lineage for some neurons
can occur at the level of the progenitor, before the onset(Anderson et al., 1997; Tamamaki et al., 1997). Unfortu-
nately, the methods used in our experiments are not of neurogenesis, and is linked to radial dispersion. Con-
versely, tangential dispersion appears to be linked toable to address whether or not the scattered neurons
in chimeras have arisen solely from either intra- or extra- the nonpyramidal lineage. Further confirmation for early
specification of progenitors, although from an outsidecortical sources or from a combination of both.
Nevertheless, the possibility remains that some pro- source, can be found in the GABAergic neurons migrat-
ing tangentially inward from the ganglionic eminence, agenitors have mixed potential (for pyramidal and nonpy-
ramidal neurons), and a large number of them may be process that appears to be abrogated by the loss of the
homeodomain genes Dlx-1 and Dlx-2 (Anderson et al.,responsible for the superimposed patterns observed in
strong chimeras. In support of this, in vitro studies sug- 1997). However, because our analysis did not include
testing of neuroblasts outside of their natural environ-gest that at least 7% of progenitors in the VZ have mixed
potential (Davis and Temple, 1994), and others have ment, we cannot rule out the possibility that a cell's
potential may be quite broad and that environmentalshown a common progenitor for both pyramidal and
nonpyramidal neurons (GoÈ tz et al., 1995). These notwith- cues may have a subsidiary role in shaping a cell's fate,
either during or after migration. This point is relevant instanding, in hemispheres with superimposed patterns,
we found that the incidence of GABAergic nonpyramidal light of retroviral studies that showed clonalheterogene-
ity when examined at earlier ages. Whereas clones ex-neurons in a given area of cortical space was the same
regardless of whether the sample was sourced from amined at later ages contained either all pyramidal or
all nonpyramidal neurons, clones examined at earliercolumns or scattered areas. It would therefore appear
that whether neurons were generated from progenitors ages contained a mixture of both, including individual
cells that simultaneously express both pyramidal andwith single or mixed potential, the inhibitory neurons
have a similar tendency to be diffusely scattered. nonpyramidal features (Lavdas et al., 1996). A significant
advantage of our technique is the ability to visualize anIt may be argued that our technique of analysis, using
highly unbalanced chimeras, does not providean indica- entire lineage tree instead of terminal twigs. Therefore,
our results offer a more complete picture and may ex-tion of how frequently committed progenitors (to one
particular dispersion pattern) are represented in theneu- plain why, in certain retroviral experiments, nonpyrami-
dal neurons (equivalent to our scattered population)roepithelium. One possibility is for such progenitors to
be rare, but we wish to argue otherwise. From a total were consistently found in sparse clusters with 2±4 neu-
rons (over a 500 mm2 area), whereas the same neocorti-of 72 chimeric hemispheres, 10 hemispheres were ex-
clusively columnar, while 21 hemispheres were exclu- cal space can contain large clusters (up to 23) of pyrami-
dal neurons (Mione et al., 1994). Our results also showedsively scattered. By the time labeled cells are incorpo-
rated into thecerebral wall (atE10.5), there areestimated significant horizontal dispersion in the upper layers (up
to 1 mm separation) among cells that clearly form partto be z10,000 progenitor cells in the proliferative ven-
tricular epithelium (Caviness et al., 1995). Our sample of a radial column. In light of this, we suggest that spa-
tial separation alone between retrovirally infected cellsindicates that 13% of chimeras have labeled only the
progenitors committed to the radial pathway, suggesting (clonally related or otherwise) cannot be a valid criterion
for attributing tangential dispersion.that such progenitors are abundant among the 10,000
present. The number of hemispheres showing only tan- A related question concerns whether a given neuro-
epithelial cell, labeled before the onset of neurogenesis,gential dispersion is even greater (29%), although these
need to be considered in light of recent findings that is competent to generate a clone of neurons spanning
a column across layers 2±6. Studies using retroviral vec-many progenitors for tangentially dispersing neurons of
the neocortex may in fact reside extraneously in the tors demonstrate that an infected progenitor can pro-
duce neurons distributed over a limited number of layersdeveloping striatum (Anderson et al., 1997; Tamamaki
et al., 1997). Nonetheless, a striatal source of scattered over the course of successive cell divisions (Luskin et
al., 1988; Price and Thurlow, 1988; Walsh and Cepko,neurons is consistent with our sample, in which the
majority of hemispheres (n 5 9) showed coextensive 1988; Mione et al., 1994; Kornack and Rakic, 1995; Reid
et al., 1995). In the present study, incomplete columnsneocortical and striatal labeling. However, we also en-
countered a minor proportion of scattered hemispheres were never encountered, raising two considerations.
First, once established, a progenitor cell giving rise to(n 5 2) that did not exhibit striatal labeling; this provided
an opportunity to speculate that some scattered neu- a column of neurons is unlikely to shift its horizontal
position within the VZ during the entire neurogeneticrons in these hemispheres may have arisen exclusively
from the neocortical VZ. period. In this regard, we suggest that random move-
ment of progenitors previously reported by direct im-Our results provide an opportunity to clarify certain
inconsistencies among studies using retroviral vectors. aging (Fishell et al., 1993) mostly likely does not involve
these radial progenitors. Second, unlike retroviral stud-Some studies have previously uncovered a clonal basis
for pyramidal or nonpyramidal lineages, but because ies in which only small clones are ever found because
of lineage extinction (Takahashi et al., 1996), labelinglabeling was performed at midstages of neurogenesis
(Grove et al., 1993; Mione et al., 1994, 1997), it was before the onset of neurogenesis by ES cell precursors
assures complete labeling of the entire clone. Theseunclear whether phenotype restriction was present be-
fore the onset of migration (lineage bias) or was the findings establish conclusively that superficial and deep
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al., 1993; Sturm et al., 1997). One or five ES cells at passages 21±23layer neurons do not arise from separate progenitors
were injected into individual blastocysts, with more than half of the(Fishell et al., 1990; Krushel et al., 1992) but share a
blastocysts receiving only a single ES cell. Both ES cells and thecommon lineage.Our results showing early specification
host blastocysts were derived from the same F1 strain (C57BL/6 3
of progenitors also confirm and extend other studies DBA/2). Following implantation into pseudopregnant females, chi-
that propose a germinal layer with features of early de- meras were reared for 4±8 weeks. Animal tissues were fixed by
intracardial perfusion (with 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.5%glutaral-termination in certain aspects. For instance, trans-
dehyde in 0.1 M Sorensen's phosphate buffer [pH 7.4] with 2 mMplantation experiments have revealed that late cortical
MgCl2 and 5 mM EGTA) and the brains removed. Following postfixa-progenitors normally destined for upper layer neurons
tion for 1 hr, the brains were cryoprotected with 30% sucrose andare committed to the production of upper cortical layers
sectioned at 100 mm thickness with a freezing microtome. Serial
only (Frantz and McConnell, 1996). Direct imaging of sections in coronal orientation were subjected to b-gal histochemis-
migrating cells in living cortical slices has demonstrated try using the X-gal reaction. Three litters of embryos were harvested
early (E9.5, E10.5, E12.5) and fixed for X-gal histochemistry to exam-a predictable fraction of tangentially dispersing cells
ine progenitor cell labeling in the early forebrain.crossing the intermediate zone (O'Rourke et al., 1992),
and neurons tagged by retroviral markers have shown
early determination of neuronal phenotype (Mione et al., Stereological Analysis
To determine the number of cells present in a column, all labeled1994).
cells in a column were counted from serial coronal sections (100Finally, this study demonstrates that it is possible to
mm thick). On average, a column spanned eight sections, and themark members of the preneurogenetic founder popula-
total number of stained cells from all the sections was summed. Ation and in doing so, provide an indelible history of the
total of nine columns from the cingulate and frontal cortex of three
lineage tree (allowing for cell death). In this regard, the different chimeras were analyzed and the number of neurons per
differences in neuronal number among separate radial column curve fitted to ascertain quantal relationships.
To determine the ratio of labeled versus unlabeled neurons withincolumns provide special insights into the amplification
the neuronal space of a column, we used the optical disector toof neuronal number. According to a current model for
avoid oversampling errors (Gundersen et al., 1988; Coggeshall andthe ontogenetic expansion of the neocortex, the mathe-
Lekan, 1996). An unbiased counting frame (40 3 40 mm) taken frommatical relationship between progenitor and adult neu-
the central 50 mm of the section was used to estimate the numbers
ronal numbers should be anticipated by the predicted of labeled and unlabeled neuronal nuclei present within the borders
output for an average founder cell (Caviness et al., 1995). of a column. Fields were sampled using a systematic uniform sam-
pling procedure with a random starting point. Movement from oneWe found this to be the case for all nine columns; the
field to the next was achieved using a motorized microscope stagesmallest columns have roughly 600 neurons, while larger
with predetermined movement settings in the X and Y axes. Oncolumns fell into quantal multiples. This figure is remark-
average, 71 fields were sampled from each column. A total of 18,459able in its agreement with independent estimates sug-
neurons were counted from nine columns, with an average of 2,051
gesting an output of z140 neurons from a progenitor neurons per column.
marked 24 hr later at E11.5 (Takahashi et al., 1996); at To estimate the contribution of scattered cells to cortical space,
eight different cerebral hemispheres showing only scattered cellsa 10 hr cell cycle interval, a single precursor at E10.5
were chosen for analysis. From each hemisphere, nine fields werewould give rise to four daughters at E11.5, producing
randomly sampled with a counting frame (measuring 0.8 3 0.8 mm)roughly 600 neurons. This is consistent with a VZ in
on three coronal sections (100 mm thick) taken from the frontalwhich 99% of proliferating cells have a similar cell cycle
cortex. All labeled cells in each frame were counted, and the density
time (Cai et al., 1997), and quantal differences in column of scattered cells in cortical space was projected for a cortical
size could reflect variation in cluster size within the pre- volume of 1 mm3. Data from eight hemispheres were compared by
plotting around a best-fit curve.neurogenetic forebrain epithelium, either as a result of
differential cell death or from the lumping together of
neighboring clusters. Quantal regularity in neuronal Immunocytochemistry
number emanating from a column supports a previous For detection of amino acid neurotransmitters, postembedding im-
munocytochemistry was performed on semithin (0.25 mm) sectionssuggestion that neuronal production from individual
of labeled cells (Kalloniatis et al., 1996). Antibodies against targetedprogenitor cells is controlled by cell-autonomous mech-
glutaraldehyde-conjugated haptens (L-glutamate, GABA; providedanisms (Qian et al., 1977). This model is mirrored by the
by Dr. R. E. Marc, UT) and against glutamine synthetase (Chemicon)constant number of cell cycles (11) that a progenitor has
were used on consecutive sections embedded in EPON (Burlington,
to undergo during the neurogenetic period and suggests VT). This technique allowed multiple serial sections from a single
early determination of quantitative as well as qualitative labeled cell to be tested against all antibodies. Primary IgG signals
were detected with goat anti-rabbit IgGs coated with 1 nm goldfeatures in neocortical progenitors, a developmental
particles and visualized with silver intensification. b-gal±positivestrategy seen also during cerebellar development (Herrup
cells were identified in random samples of semithin sections ob-and Sunter, 1986). It provides a further example of cell
tained from either columns or scattered cortices, and immunocyto-autonomy in the developmental program giving rise to
chemistry was performed on consecutive sections. All scoring of
the neocortex, a feature that may be vulnerable to evolu- colocalized signals (b-gal with either Glu or GABA) was performed
tionary modification as mammalian brains become larger by an observer blind to the membership of the cortices. To compare
the prevalence of b-gal±positive/GABAergic neurons in columnsand require a greater number of cortical neurons (Finlay
versus scattered areas of strongly chimeric cortices, 10 fields fromand Darlington, 1995; Kornack and Rakic, 1998).
each column area (average, 5.05 mm2) or scattered area (average,
4.5 mm2) were scored for the number of double-labeled GABA neu-
rons per mm2. The data sets obtained from four strong chimerasExperimental Procedures
were analyzed using Fisher's Exact probability test (two-tailed) to
see whether or not there is a significant difference in the prevalenceES Cell Chimeras
An ES cell line was derived from the H253 transgenic mouse line of transgenic GABAergic neurons between columns and scattered
areas.carrying an X-linked lacZ marker on both X chromosomes (Tan et
Early Specification of Neocortical Progenitors
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